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As we talked Amundsen seemed to shed years of his age. By
the time we had finished dinner we knew that we were congenial
to each other and could form an efficient team. We spent the even-
ing discussing plans. Amundsen became eager as a boy. The
money I had might finance an expedition to Nicholas II Land, the
big mountainous island north of Siberia. Though discovered, it
had never been explored. Failing to do that, we might both go to
his cabin at Wainwright and make a study of Arctic birds.
But our first ambition must be to fly clear across the Arctic. It
interested neither of us merely to attain the North Pole. The myth
of Crocker Land—to call it that—still persisted. To be sure,
MacMillan had long since proved that the knd Peary thought he
saw of! a Greenland cape was an illusion. Yet Dr. Harris, of the
U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, after studying tidal currents along
the Arctic Coast of Alaska, had formed the theory of a large body
of land lying between the North Pole and North America. A
million square miles of the Arctic there were still unexplored; it
was possible for that supposed land to be almost continental in
size. Every explorer in 1924 believed in its existence, and its dis-
covery was the great objective of all polar adventuring.
With now a definite plan to propose and an association formed
with a man as thoroughly tried as Amundsen in polar travel, I
thought it possible that my father might change his attitude and
supply the money to finance us. Father was still in Italy when I had
my meeting with Amundsen, but I wrote to him immediately,
pleading for myself as I never had before.
'It seems to me that what I ask is not unjust," I said in my
letter. "It is something due to every human being born on earth—
a chance to make good, where his own individual conscience is
satisfied with the result." This opportunity, I went on, had come to
me as "a great favour from God, as I see it."
I did not ask him for a gift of money but only a loan—an
advance of a year and one half of my private income.
"I will pay every cent of it back, gladly undertaking any menial
service afterwards in order to do so."
Father's reply was as uncompromising as ever.
Amundsen went out on a lecture tour, while I continued my
efforts to secure American support. I went to Washington and saw

